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a warm welcome.

“ Feel at home in Bad
Iburg ... that means to
me home and closeness.
Here I have my roots.
I would not live
anywhere else ... ”

“A visit to the Gasthaus zum Dörenberg in Teutoburg
Forest is always a special experience. Whatever brings
you here – a weekend for two, a family holiday or a
meeting with colleagues – you will feel our passion of
service. We would be delighted to welcome you at the
Gasthaus zum Dörenberg!”
Holger Bäumker
Owner and Host
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close to nature.
Experience individuality and passion in our gem Bad Iburg. In
unspoiled countryside with rolling hills, meadows and forests, our
Gasthaus zum Dörenberg is right in Osnabrücker Land. Our hotel
enjoys a peaceful location on the outskirts of Bad Iburg directly on
the southern slope of Dörenberg.
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our passion.
Sustainable, natural, regional – these are our main values. Dairy
products come from the near surrounding. Meat from the local
forests and meadows, processed in-house and on the farms in the
neighborhood. And our fish comes fresh every morning.
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our restaurant.
What distinguishes our chefs, is their very special passion for
their cooking. One can taste this in every dish created by the
kitchen team. So if you are a connoisseur and love food, then what
more beautiful could be there as to stay at the Gasthaus zum
Dörenberg and enjoy our culinary delights?
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feel good.
Arrive – and relax. Simply let the mind drift and
the body recharge. Enjoy your stay with the family,
with friends,or on a business trip. The Gasthaus
zum Dörenberg is an absolute favorite in any season.
Always different. Always authentic.
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tradition and modern.
A stay with us is always treated individual and
unique, be it a family holiday or a business trip, with
close friends or simply would like to enjoy time for
yourself. We offer different room types to suit the
needs of our customers, from small to large rooms,
from pet friendly to stylish and traditional.
Simply enjoy your stay.
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celebrations, meetings and events.
Looking for the perfect event location? The Gasthaus zum Dörenberg
offers various possibilities and opportunities to celebrate your
special event or occasion. Regardless of whether you are planning a
wedding, private parties, birthdays, family celebrations or corporate
parties, we will ensure this will be an event to remember. With our
location in Bad Iburg we offer you the perfect setting. For a perfect
and sophisticated organization, our professional event management
team will assist you as well as support you in making the right choices.
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with a view of nature.
Discover nature at its finest here at our Gasthaus zum Dörenberg.
Nature and gorgeous landscapes wherever you look. The Teutoburg
Forest and the Osnabrücker Land offer stunning beauty with their
idyllic forests and meadows as well as magnificent streams. This is
relaxation at the highest level.
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our home.
One does not have to conquer the world –
here in Bad Iburg we have romantic and
tranquil landscapes to simply distance
yourself from everyday live.
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Gasthaus zum Dörenberg
Osnabrücker Straße 145 · 49186 Bad Iburg
T: +49 (0) 5403 7324–0 · F: +49 (0) 5403 7324–66
E: kontakt@hotel-doerenberg.de · www.hotel-doerenberg.de

